We present a framework and an application for semanticbased retrieval of images. Our approach adopts a two-level ontology structure in a subset of OWL-DL. In the core ontology only generic spatial relations are represented, while domain ontologies are specific for the image collection. The approach allows semantic-based relevence ranking and results explanation for query refinement, by exploiting standard and non-standard inferences in Description Logics.
INTRODUCTION
We present an innovative Description Logics (DLs) framework for semantic-based image retrieval that introduces nonstandard inferences for conceptual query and query refinement. DL-based engines usually provide at least two basic reasoning services, namely subsumption and satisfiability. Satisfiability accounts for the internal coherency of the description of a concept (no contradictory properties are present), and subsumption accounts for the more general/more specific relation among concepts, that forms the basis of a taxonomy. Such services provide basically a yes/no result. This might be not enough when such services have to provide query answering. For content-based image retrieval we believe that at least a ranking function should be provided, and this should be based on logical criteria. To this aim we propose using non-standard inference services, namely Concept Abduction and Concept Contraction [1, 2] , and show here their rationale in semantic-based image retrieval. Concept Abduction captures the reasoning mechanism -namely, making hypotheses -involved when some of the features required in a query Q are not specified within available image descriptions. Concept Contraction captures the possibility to relax some of the features requested in Q when they are in conflict with those of an available image description. We use such inferences in our approach both to provide interaction and refinement in the query / retrieval process and to rank images based on their semantic-based distance from the query.
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FRAMEWORK AND PROTOTYPE
Let us consider a simple conceptual query: 
., T = {Skyscraper
Building; Sea ¬Garden}. With respect to the previous ontology we can evaluate the match degree between Q and each image description as well as some semantic-based explanations, exploiting the relations among concepts as formalized within the ontology axioms. Notice that the approach is based on an Open World Assumption (OWA), i.e., the absence, in an image description, of a feature requested in the query is not interpreted as a constraint of absence, or, in other words, as if the feature was negated. The OWA allows to handle incomplete information. It is hence possible to deal with underspecified descriptions. SIM(Im1,Q): Im1 can potentially satisfy Q. No feature in Im1 is conflicting with those represented in Q, but characteristics depicted in Im1 do not completely fulfill Q. Using DLs syntax we say Q Im1 ≡ ⊥ and Im1 Q. Explanation hypothesis are needed for the non-subsumption relation. [3, 4] 
We would like to point out we are not expressing here an explicit ranking function. Various ranking functions can be in fact defined, having as arguments concepts provided by G, K and H, which can be used to determine the match degree. The structure of the annotation, at an abstract level, can be exploited to perform a matching process which takes into account the nature of the annotated resources -the images -and the annotation itself. To this aim we modeled a core ontology considering only spatial relations. Such ontology is strongly property oriented, that is the notions of background, up, down, on the left side, all around and so on, are modeled as properties -from now on R To model the actual content of images we consider domain-specific ontologies. Then, using the < owl : imports/ > OWL TAG, not only we make possible to use different sets of knowledge domains but we allow to introduce the content within an image annotation. Using < owl : imports/ > we import the domain ontologies within the image core ontology, reusing such ontologies for image content description. Since the matching process involves basically the image content, domain ontologies were developed using the ALN subset of OWL-DL, for which algorithms to solve Concept Abduction and Contraction problems exist [1, 2] . Importing in the core image ontology the domain ontologies, we can annotate images with reference both to spatial relations and actual image content. The semantic-based image retrieval process is performed as explained hereafter, with the aid of the following simple image annotation Im and query Q : 1.The user selects the content domain (or a set of content domains). This selection corresponds to the identification of the domain ontology (or a set of domain ontologies) to be imported in the core image ontology. 2.The user selects the properties she is interested in, with respect to the core image ontology, and composes restriction of such properties (i.e., the content of selected image regions). Considering Q qnnotation the user first selects the property within and then composes its restriction -w query -using domain ontologies, then left with its left side request and finally right and the related rx query. 3.For each R i core in the query, the corresponding restriction is selected both in the query and in the image annotation and an extended matchmaking process is performed (See [4] for details on the concept of extended matchmaking). In the image annotation, also the restriction related to properties R In the query the user is also able to express a strict constraint, that is the restriction of a property R i core in the query must not be in conflict with the corresponding restriction in the retrieved image. The above user specification is modeled in our framework as a condition on G R i core . If the user states R i core as a strict property, then G R i core ≡ must occur. No Concept Contraction has to be performed on the strict property restriction. For instance, with respect to the above example, if the user states that R i core = left is a strict constraint in the query, then the result of the step 3.f. must be , lx query, Hleft otherwise the image is not selected and is discarded. That means that if the leftspecifications are not in conflict with the related ones in the image annotation then no contraction is needed -G left = , nothing as to be contracted, and K left = lx query, all the leftspecification is kept -and then the strict constraint is respected, making the image selected and presented within the ranked result list to the user.
